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Abstract—We provide a brief overview of the cryptographic
security extensions for PROFINET, as defined and specified
by PROFIBUS & PROFINET International (PI). These come
in three hierarchically defined Security Classes, called Security
Class 1, 2 and 3. Security Class 1 provides basic security improve-
ments with moderate implementation impact on PROFINET
components. Security Classes 2 and 3, in contrast, introduce
an integrated cryptographic protection of PROFINET commu-
nication. We first highlight and discuss the security features
that the PROFINET specification offers for future PROFINET
products. Then, as our main focus, we take a closer look at
some of the technical challenges that were faced during the
conceptualization and design of Security Class 2 and 3 features.
In particular, we elaborate on how secure application relations
between PROFINET components are established and how a
disruption-free availability of a secure communication channel
is guaranteed despite the need to refresh cryptographic keys
regularly. The authors are members of the PI Working Group
CB/PG10 Security.

Index Terms—PROFINET Security, OT security, secure com-
munication.

I. INTRODUCTION

INDUSTRIAL Ethernet-based communication protocols
lacked integrated protection mechanisms in the past. This

leads to the situation that these protocols can be attacked. Such
attacks have been described already many years ago [1], [2]
and also in the recent past [3]. The separation of the automa-
tion network (called cell protection) was used in the past as a

The authors would like to thank all members of the working group
CB/PG10 of PROFIBUS & PROFINET International for their contribution
to the security concept and to this paper.

counter measure against attacks, but increasingly, concepts are
needed that go beyond classical cell protection [4], [5]. This
implies that communication in an automation system needs
to be upgraded with integrated security mechanisms, at least
integrity protection, as for example described in IEC 62443-
3-3 [6]. Sometimes confidentiality of sensitive data is addition-
ally demanded. PROFIBUS & PROFINET International (PI)
is currently developing cryptographic security extensions for
PROFINET, which address the needs of the market as well as
the demands made by relevant security standards [7].

In this paper, we briefly overview the main concepts of
PROFINET Security (see Section II). Most importantly, we
then look deeper at some of the technical challenges faced
when integrating cryptographic security into a sophisticated
realtime communication protocol like PROFINET (see Sec-
tion III). Note that we do not strive to discuss and evaluate the
PROFINET Security extensions as such, nor the performance
penalty of cryptographic protection in PROFINET. The first
aspect is left as future work, given the lack of implementations
of PROFINET Security (see Section IV). Studies on the second
aspect can be found in the literature [8]–[12].

II. PROFINET SECURITY: CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW

We start by providing a conceptual overview of PROFINET
Security as defined and specified by PI [13]–[15]. A discussion
of requirements and attack vectors, as well as the extent
to which these can be addressed respectively countered by
PROFINET Security can be found in a PI white paper [14].
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Fig. 1. Illustration of PROFINET Application Relations (ARs). The ARs
marked green (Controller AR and Supervisor AR) can be turned into secure
ARs if both PROFINET endpoints support at least Security Class 2.

A. PROFINET Security Classes

Three PROFINET Security Classes have been defined
(called Security Classes 1, 2 and 3), which classify the security
capabilities of PROFINET components and tools.

Compared to classical PROFINET, Security Class 1 intro-
duces improved configuration capabilities for network man-
agement (SNMP) and device discovery and configuration
(DCP) protocols. Additionally, it introduces and mandates a
mechanism for manufacturers of PROFINET components to
cryptographically sign their device description (GSD) files.
However, Security Class 1 does not introduce any crypto-
graphic mechanisms for protecting PROFINET communica-
tion on the network [16].

Security Classes 2 and 3 introduce built-in cryptographic
protection of PROFINET communication, allowing endpoints
to establish secure PROFINET Application Relations (ARs,
see Figure 1). Secure ARs differ from classical (plain)
PROFINET ARs mainly in the following ways:

• The two involved PROFINET endpoints must mutu-
ally authenticate themselves using public-key certificates
while a secure AR is established.

• Communication Relations (CRs) within the secure AR are
protected using state-of-the-art symmetric cryptography.

• The invocation of operations and services through a
secure AR is enhanced by role-based access control
mechanisms.

Security Class 2 offers integrity protection for cyclic and
acyclic communication and confidentiality for Record data
services. Security Class 3 additionally offers confidentiality
for cyclic realtime communication and acyclic alarm mes-
sages. Both Security Classes provide dedicated concepts for a
security configuration management of PROFINET endpoints,
including the management of public-key certificates.

PROFINET Security consistently makes use of well-
established security standards and technology. For endpoint
authentication and cryptographic key establishment, Security

Classes 2 and 3 use EAP-TLS, the Transport Layer Security
(TLS) protocol [17] wrapped into the Extensible Authentica-
tion Protocol (EAP) protocol [18]. Symmetric cryptographic
protection of data transferred within secure ARs is based on
instances from the Authenticated Encryption with Associated
Data family of algorithms [19] (e.g., AES-GCM or ChaCha20-
Poly1305 with 256-bit key strength).

B. Discussion and Related Work

Security Class 2 and 3 extensions target cases where an
(active or passive) attacker may inject, manipulate, or read
messages on the network [20]. Currently, these types of attacks
are countered by a zone concept, which strictly limits the
access to network zones. The security extensions improve this
situation by providing state-of-the-art cryptographic protection
for PROFINET messages. However, PROFINET Security is
just one building block, and further measures (outside the
scope of the PROFINET specification) are necessary for
holistic security [15].

For communication security in IP-based networks, (D)TLS
is a predominant standard, which different industrial protocols
also rely on. MODBUS/TCP and EtherNet/IP can be operated
on top of TLS [21], [22]. OPC-UA uses a Secure Channel
that has similar characteristics as a secure TLS channel [23].
For PROFINET, however, a straight adoption of (D)TLS (or
similar protocols) is not possible, e.g., because

1) multiple CRs within a secure AR need to be protected
independently and

2) plain vanilla TLS is not designed to cope with the tight
realtime requirements of PROFINET.

Therefore, PROFINET Security involves some design pecu-
liarities, some of which we illuminate in the following.

III. A TECHNICAL DEEP-DIVE INTO PARTICULAR
PROFINET SECURITY FEATURES

Below, we take a deeper look at two particularly interesting
technical aspects of PROFINET Security Classes 2 and 3.

• Secure AR establishment: how does PROFINET Se-
curity integrate endpoint authentication and session key
establishment into the AR establishment?

• Seamless key renewal: how does PROFINET Security
renew cryptographic keys without disrupting the avail-
ability of long-lasting secure ARs?

A. Secure AR Establishment

The use of symmetric cryptography requires the involved
endpoints to hold and maintain a shared security context.
Typically, it contains, among other data, cryptographic keys for
message protection and security sequence counters for replay
detection. For PROFINET Security, the security context is
called Security Association (SA). There is a one-to-one relation
between SAs and secure ARs. The SA is established while the
secure AR is set up, and it is sustained and maintained as long
as the AR is alive.

The authentication of PROFINET endpoints is part of the
establishment of the SA. EAP-TLS is used to achieve both



in conjunction. It has been chosen for PROFINET Security
mainly for three reasons.

• EAP-TLS is one of the most accepted, well-established,
and widely-used security protocols for endpoint authenti-
cation and session key establishment (for example, EAP-
TLS is part of the IEEE 802.1X standard for Port-Based
Network Access Control [24]).

• EAP-TLS is designed to work in a standardized way on
Layer-2 without the need for sockets/IP connections.

• EAP is extensible and allows for non-TLS authentication
methods if needed in the future.

PROFINET classically uses a variant of the Remote Proce-
dure Call (RPC) protocol or, more recently, the dedicated Re-
mote Service Interface (RSI) protocol to implement a service
request and response architecture for AR establishment and
acyclic record services. With PROFINET Security, the EAP-
TLS message exchanges between two PROFINET endpoints
are integrated into these RSI/RPC requests/responses.

The secure AR establishment sequence proceeds in roughly
four steps, as illustrated in Figure 2. We assume that a
PROFINET Controller takes the initiative and wants to es-
tablish a secure AR with a PROFINET Device. For other
constellations, e.g., a PROFINET Supervisor initiating a secure
AR with a Device, the procedure is similar.

1) The Controller sends an initial connect request to the De-
vice via RSI/RPC, indicating that a secure AR shall be
established. The request allows for a tentative resource
allocation on the Device side. It includes instructions
which cryptographic algorithms are to be used in the
context of the upcoming secure AR. For efficiency
reasons the initial connect request also includes the first
message of an EAP-TLS handshake (EAP-TLS request).
The Device answers with a respective connect response,
confirming that it is willing and able to establish the
secure AR with the cryptographic algorithms requested
by the controller. The connect response also includes
the corresponding EAP-TLS response message. Request
and response are sent without cryptographic protection.

2) The EAP-TLS protocol flow is continued using dedi-
cated RSI/RPC requests and responses for the EAP-TLS
request and response messages, respectively. As a result
of a successfully finished EAP-TLS handshake, both
sides hold a shared secret, which they use to initialize
the cryptographic keys of the SA. At this point, cryp-
tographic protection for any further PROFINET com-
munication occurring within the context of the secure
AR becomes effective. Note that the Controller takes
the EAP authenticator role and, as a result of the EAP-
TLS design, the TLS server role, while the Device takes
the EAP supplicant and the TLS client role.

3) With the cryptographic protection being in effect, the
initial connect request/response pair is repeated (this
time without including the initial EAP-TLS messages).
The repetition allows the Device to retrospectively verify
the integrity of the initial connect request and the

selection of cryptographic algorithms it included. With
a successful confirmation, the SA is fully established.

4) The AR establishment sequence, as classically used by
PROFINET, is continued. In contrast to the case of
plain ARs, though, the respective RSI/RPC requests and
responses for setting up and parametrizing the AR are
now cryptographically protected.

B. Seamless Key Renewal

In the course of the secure AR establishment sequence,
as described in the previous section, cryptographic protection
becomes and stays effective for all PROFINET communication
occurring within the secure AR.

However, there is an important conflict that needs to be
resolved. On the one hand, PROFINET ARs, whether secure
or plain, potentially must last for years while allowing for
continual communication without any disruption. On the other
hand, the continual use of cryptographic keys is subject to
limitations, such that, at some point in time, a renewal of keys
is necessary, as explained in the following.

• First, cryptographic message protection generally in-
volves security sequence counters. These counters render
individual messages unique, even if their content is iden-
tical. This is important, e.g., to allow detecting malicious
message replay attacks. These counters naturally have a
limited range, but must never overflow within the lifetime
of a cryptographic key. This requirement leads to a hard
limit on the number of messages that can be protected
under a single cryptographic key.

• Second, the security strength of cryptographic protection
degrades with extensive usage of a single cryptographic
key. This fact leads to a soft limit on the number of
messages and the data volume that can be protected under
a single cryptographic key [25], [26].

Note that the need to renew cryptographic keys is not an
issue specific to PROFINET Security. As explained above, it
is generally found in cryptographic systems. However, in the
context of PROFINET Security, the matter requires special
attention and treatment. In typical office IT settings, key
renewal can occur under significantly relaxed requirements.
For PROFINET, however, any disruption of ongoing realtime
communication is unacceptable and must be excluded by
all means. Additionally, PROFINET’s cyclic communication
potentially leads to large data volumes, requiring frequent
key renewals. This disqualifies naı̈ve key renewal approaches,
which may imply additional network exchanges or which
cannot guarantee the seamless availability of keys.

Another challenge that is relevant for PROFINET Security
and that requires consideration are strict timing requirements.
PROFINET implementations often rely on dedicated hardware
for cyclic realtime communications. The computation of new
cryptographic keys, on the other hand, is most likely going to
take place in software. That is, the seamless key renewal pro-
cess potentially needs to take place across hardware/software
boundaries. Interactions between hardware and software mod-
ules, however, may feature nondeterministic latencies.



Fig. 2. Illustration of a PROFINET secure AR establishment sequence between a PROFINET Controller and a PROFINET Device. The sequence starts with
an initial connect request/response pair sent in plain, where the request includes instructions as to which security parameters (cryptographic algorithms) to
use. Additionally, this first roundtrip includes an initial EAP-TLS request/response pair. Thereafter, the EAP-TLS handshake is continued by embedding the
corresponding EAP-TLS requests and responses in dedicated RSI/RPC requests and responses, respectively. With the successful termination of the EAP-TLS
handshake, cryptographic protection becomes effective. Another connect request/response sequence follows, which serves to verify the integrity of the initial
plain connect retrospectively. All following PROFINET communication proceeds as it does in the classical case, but with cryptographic protection being
enabled.

Therefore, PROFINET Security uses a careful design to
facilitate a seamless renewal of cryptographic keys. It is
based on the proposal by Bühler et al. [27], [28]. The design
allows a deterministic evolution of cryptographic keys without
imposing additional network load and without imposing strict
timing requirements on the key computation procedure. In
doing so, it does not risk seamless key availability.

The following key features underlie the design. We distin-
guish between key installation (the key is put in place, but not
yet used) and key activation (key usage starts).

• The key renewal process is asymmetric. The initiator of
a secure AR (most often a PROFINET Controller) is the
endpoint that is in charge of deciding when to execute
the renewal process. The responder side (most often a
PROFINET Device) follows the respective instructions
of the initiator side. This allows Controllers, which may
need to manage and maintain a large number of secure
ARs at the same time, to retain control over the distribu-

tion of key renewal load.
• The key renewal is a lock-step procedure with announce-

ments and confirmations. The initiator of an AR can
announce to the other endpoint that a key renewal process
needs to be executed soon. This allows either side to
perform required preparative actions without the need to
adhere to strict time constraints. For example, only after
the responder has confirmed a successful key computa-
tion, the new key is activated.

• The key renewal process uses generous grace periods.
The key renewal happens for all CRs of a secure AR
and both communication directions roughly at the same
time. However, there is no need to strictly synchronize
the activation of the new key across CRs and directions.
This allows individual CRs and directions within a single
secure AR to lag behind with key activation for some
time. As a result, synchronization demands, e.g., between
hardware and software modules, are relaxed.



Fig. 3. Illustration of the key renewal procedure underlying PROFINET Security. It includes two phases (preparation and activation phase), with two steps
each. During the preparation phase, the two endpoints inform and assure each other of their readiness to use a new cryptographic key. During the activation
phase, the new key is put into effect. The process follows a lock-step paradigm, in which each side waits for the other side to complete the previous step. All
interaction between initiator and responder are carried in line with protected PROFINET messages that are exchanged between the two anyway.

• All information, which needs to be exchanged between
the two endpoints to orchestrate the key renewal process,
is carried within regular PROFINET messages that are
sent independent of the key renewal procedure. To this
end, a dedicated and always-present field is used, which
is part of the security metadata that is added to each
cryptographically protected PROFINET message. This
allows to run the process without any effect on the volume
or frequency of network traffic.

The key renewal proceeds in four steps, grouped in two
phases, as illustrated in Figure 3.

• Announcement (preparation phase): the initiator of a
secure AR announces to the responder that a key renewal
process is pending. This causes the responder to sched-
ule the corresponding cryptographic computations. The
initiator may have done the same computations before
issuing the announcement, or it may do so only after the
announcement.

• Confirmation (preparation phase): once the responder
has successfully computed and installed the new key, it
issues a confirmation to the initiator side. This informa-
tion provides assurance to the initiator that the responder
is indeed ready to activate the new key.

• Switch Initiator to Responder (activation phase): af-
ter having successfully computed and installed the new
key and after having received the confirmation of the
responder, the initiator decides at its own discretion when
to active the new key for outgoing messages. On the
responder side, the new key is already installed, too. Once
the responder receives the first message protected with the
new key, it activates the new and deactivates the previous
key for incoming messages.

• Switch Responder to Initiator (activation phase): with
the reception of the first message protected with the new

key, the responder is free to decide at its own discretion
when to activate the new key for outgoing messages, too.
Once the initiator receives the first message protected
with the new key, it activates the new and deactivates
the previous key for incoming messages.

After key activation for incoming messages, messages pro-
tected with the previous key are not accepted anymore.

The process is complete after the initiator has finally acti-
vated the new key for incoming messages.

C. Discussion and Related Work

Various approaches to integrate cryptographic security into
PROFINET have been proposed before. Some of them fo-
cus just on the cryptographic protection of cyclic realtime
CRs [10], [29]. In contrast to the design of PROFINET
Security (as sketched within this section), these approaches do
not offer a protection of, e.g., device parametrization or other
relevant CRs within a PROFINET AR (e.g., record services).
Moreover, they do not address the establishment and renewal
of the symmetric cryptographic keys required for message
protection.

Runde et al. presented a comprehensive approach for inte-
grating cryptographic security into PROFINET [30]. It uses
the Internet Key Exchange protocol in version 2 (IKEv2) [31]
with a custom extension to authenticate endpoints and to
establish and renew cryptographic keys. PROFINET Security,
in contrast, uses EAP-TLS and tightly embeds it into the
AR establishment sequence. The novel and crucial benefit
of this design is that it allows to cryptographically protect
PROFINET’s RSI/RPC exchange sequences entirely, without
requiring additional protocol exchanges to take place out-
side of or prior to PROFINET’s RSI/RPC communication.
Also, with its dedicated key renewal process, the design of



PROFINET Security does not require additional network traf-
fic to accomplish a renewal of its (symmetric) cryptographic
keys.

IV. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We provided an overview of PROFINET Security, which al-
lows a cryptographic protection of PROFINET communication
(e.g., realtime data, acyclic data, etc.) using well-established
security technologies. As our main focus, we shed light on two
particularly interesting aspects of the design of PROFINET
Security: first, how it integrates endpoint authentication and
cryptographic key establishment into the AR establishment
sequence and, second, how it seamlessly renews cryptographic
keys without imposing additional network traffic.

PROFINET Security still is a young concept. Its features
have been integrated into the PROFINET specification by
now [13], even though further refinements of the specifi-
cation can be expected. Unfortunately, implementations of
the security extensions are not yet (publicly) available. This
strongly limits the possibilities to evaluate the concept in
reality. Therefore, a real-world prototyping of the specified
concepts in a test bed is among the most important next steps.

Once implementation experience with PROFINET Security
has been gained, further work and publications are planned.
This includes, for example, a detailed evaluation of its effec-
tiveness and efficiency: does it retain the realtime capabilities
of PROFINET in general, and what are the quantitative
limitations imposed by PROFINET Security in particular?
Furthermore, guidance on the implementation of PROFINET
Security is planned to be given, and lessons learned from
developing a prototype implementation are planned to be
shared.
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